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Once Chet retreives my e drive, you will be able to print a copy of my ballistics report. From memory, I think it 

would be of some value to talk to people in the chain of custody for the Connally fragments because of the 

obvious discrepancies about the size and number of the fragments. This would help in any determination of 

the actual number and type of projectiles fired during the assassination. I suggest talking to : The nurse 

present at the surgery The surgeon who actually removed the fragments if he is still alive. The law 

enforcement officer who transfered the fragments to the DPD.In the 4 series file, there is a file plan for NARA 

II's FBI Bulk documents where the FBI laboratory raw data is kept. I was able to locate the lab graphs for the 

paraffin casts of LHO's checks and hands, however, I was unable to find graphs for the bullet fragments. Dr. 

Guinn has stated that he does not have anything else from the tests he performed, he turned it all over to the 

FBI. However, he would be willing to speak with someone from this office about his procedures.It may also 

help to view carefully the clips of the outtakes regarding the handling of the rifle on the 6th floor of the 

depository. Chain of custody discrepancies may become apparent from those clips. I am sure Doug can assist 

you in identifying the individuals who handled the rifle and the shell casings. The ballistics report is labled 

project.mem and project.cha and is in T:\Tammi\ballistics.
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